
Summer '23 Math IO Background a Notation

Sets
Thebasic objects of all mathematics are sets.Putsimply,
a setis a collection of objects (in this course, we will

only consider sets of numbers)

An example of a setisthe setofall real numbers,

which we denote R. We may think of R as
a number line.I

Another example is the setof integers, (...,2,1,0,1,2,...3
which contains all positive and negative "whole"numbers.
This setisdenoted 1. (we may use ifwe do trigonometric functions)

we will need to consider subsets of R, which we can
denote in several differentways. For this class, we
will use interval notation. We can think of
interval notation visually, using the number line.
For example, suppose we wantto think aboutthe
setof strictly positive real numbers, i.e., the real
numbers greatethan 0. We representthis visually:
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using an open circle at "o"to signify that we are

excluding thatvalue. To translate this to interval notation,



we consider the endpoints of our interval (if our interval

goeson forever to the right in the positive direction, we say
that"infinity"(oo) is the endpoint). Then, we choose

either (parentheses) if the endpointis excluded from theset,

or square brackets] ifitis included. Infinity always gets
parentheses, since ofR (infinity is nota member of theset

of real numbers). So, this interval is written C0,00

Let's consider a more complicated subset of R:suppose we

want all the numbers less than or equal to -5, and
we also wantthe numbers greater than 3 butless than
7. First, we can draw a picture:

!"?!?"?
Notice thatthis subsetis actually 2 separate
intervals. Let's start with the red. Since this interval

extends forever in the negative direction, we say the
endpoint is -oo, so we write the interval as 700;5],
remembering to use square brackets on the5 since
itis included. The blue interval is(3,7), where we use

parentheses on each endpoint since neither one is included.

Finally, to describe the subset, we need to join the two intervals

together. This is called the union", for which we use the symbol
in". So our setis (-00, -5]r(3,7)



The final example we'llconsider for now isthe following,suppose
we want to describe the setof all real numbers exceptfor the number

2,and we want to do so using interval notation. Let's draw our number

line: 2
k 's 12 ↓01b !

We have to write this as the union of two separateintervals:

1-00,2(u(2,00)

100, 2) encompasses every number less than 2, butexcludes2,

while (2,00) contains all the numbers greater than 2. So these
two intervals together contain every realnumber except 2,
which is exactly whatwe wanted,

Functions
In this course, the reason we care about sets is to help us

describe functions.Afunction, which we can write as

f:A->B, isa mapping between two sets.

we call A, the set of inputs, the domain of the function f
and B, the setof outputs, the range of the function.
In this class, the domain and range of any function
will be either R, or some subsetof R.

In words, we say thatthe domain ofa function f is "all real
numbers exceptwhere I is undefined". Butwhen is a

function undefined?



Afunction f(x) is undefined at a value "a"if:

· f(a) would involve dividing by zero
· f(a) would involve taking an "even roof" (square root, 4th root,

of a negative number 6th root, ... etc)
·fal would involve taking the logarithm ofa non-positive

number.

Examples:

⑧ * is undefined at c =- 3, since f(-3) would be I
and dividing by zero isnotallowed. So the

domain is (-00,-3)v(-3,00
· "FC is undefined when cc-b is negative. So the

domain will be given by C-620, equivalently,
x=6. Putinto interval notation, we have

[6,00
· e is undefined when it is negative AND

when UT+1 =0
so the domain is given ty c+1<0, i.e.

x - 1 -(-1,00)


